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(57) ABSTRACT 

Agaming system and method relate to game tournaments and 
in particular, to a quasi-tournament wherein a tournament 
between multiple human players playing casino type games 
against each other is simulated with a plurality of electronic 
game machines whereby winners of the quasi-tournament are 
determined based on the outcome of games played by indi 
vidual players against the game machines. 
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CONTINUAL LIMIT HOLDEMI 
QUASI-TOURNAMENT WITH ADAPTIVE 

GAMING MACHINE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 61/691,143, filed Aug. 20, 2012, entitled 
CONTINUAL LIMIT HOLDEM QUASI-TOURNAMENT 
WITH ADAPTIVE GAMING MACHINE (Atty. Dkt. No. 
BRGM-31423), the specification of which is incorporated 
herein in its entirety. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The gaming system and method disclosed herein 
relate to game tournaments and in particular, to a quasi 
tournament wherein a tournament between multiple human 
players playing casino type games against each other is simu 
lated with a plurality of electronic game machines whereby 
winners of the quasi-tournament are determined based on the 
outcome of games played by individual players against the 
game machines. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. As used herein, the term “slot machine' or “game 
machine' is used to refer to electronic game machines of the 
type used in casinos. Such machines are typically designed to 
accept value from a human player in exchange for playing a 
game of chance. The value may be in the form of cash, game 
tokens, game tickets, a credit card or stored value card. After 
receiving the value, the game is played and the machine may 
dispense a prize, i.e., a "payout' depending on the result of the 
game. However, current game machines, and in particular, 
poker-type machines are typically configured to allow a 
single player to play a heads-up game against a machine. 
Consequently, there exists a need for a machine-based system 
and method that simulates a live tournament implemented on 
a plurality of game machines that allows players to enter or 
quit the simulated tournament at the player's discretion 
within competitive guidelines and restraints. Sucha machine 
based system and method may enable individual players in 
the simulated tournament to control when they submit the 
results of their play in the simulated tournament. The 
machine-based system and method may further enable indi 
vidual players who have left or quit the simulated tournament 
to re-enter the simulated tournament. Players may re-enter the 
quasi-tournament at different levels at their discretion. 

SUMMARY 

0004. In one embodiment, a method of simulating a gam 
ing tournament utilizes a plurality of electronic game 
machines in a quasi-tournament. An entry fee (value), for 
example currency, is received from a plurality of human users 
or participants whereupon each human user is provided with 
a plurality of wagering units enabling the human user to 
participate in the quasi-tournament by playing one or more 
games on one of the electronic game machines. A machine 
implemented game is initiated on each game machine used in 
the quasi-tournament enabling human users or participants to 
play the game using the electronic game machine to partici 
pate in the quasi-tournament. Input is received from the 
human user via a user interface associated with the electronic 
game machine to play the machine-implemented game. An 
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outcome is determined for each machine-implemented game 
played by each of the plurality of human users with the 
electronic game machines. The number of wagering units 
held by each human user is updated based upon each out 
come. The number of wagering units won by each human user 
in the quasi-tournament is used to determine one or more 
winners of the quasi-tournament. Prize(s) (e.g., value) are 
provided to the winner(s) of the quasi-tournament. 
0005. In one embodiment, indicia representative of a game 
state are displayed on a display associated with each of the 
game machines. The machine-implemented game may be 
poker in which case the indicia comprises visual representa 
tions of playing cards. 
0006. In another variation, a system for simulating a gam 
ing tournament utilizes a plurality of electronic game 
machines wherein a plurality of human users each play a 
machine-implemented game on an electronic game machine. 
The system may include a plurality of electronic game 
machines configured with a machine-implemented game(s) 
whereby a plurality of human users may play the game or 
games using the electronic game machines to participate in 
the quasi-tournament. In one embodiment, the electronic 
game machines may include (i) a display device for display 
ing indicia representative of a game state, (ii) means for 
receiving an input from the user in response to a display of 
indicia representing a game state; (iii) a storage device for 
storing a game algorithm, and (iv) a processor operative with 
the storage device to implement the game algorithm and 
operative with the display device to display indicia represen 
tative of a game state and to receive input from a human user 
of the machine. The electronic game machines may also 
include means, such as a card reader or currency reader for 
receiving value from a user of the machine. 
0007. The system further includes a central processor con 
nected to each of the electronic game machines. The central 
processor is operative to receive inputs from each of the 
electronic game machines corresponding to player action 
during games played on the electronic game machines by the 
human users and to determine game outcomes as well as one 
or more winners of the quasi-tournament based upon the 
outcome of games played by the human users on the game 
machines 
0008. The system may include a data interface between 
each of the electronic game machines and the central proces 
Sor whereby the outcome of games played by human users of 
the game machines are transmitted to the central processor. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009 For a more complete understanding, reference is 
now made to the following description taken in conjunction 
with the accompanying Drawings in which: 
0010 FIG. 1 illustrates a simplified game of Texas 
Hold'em poker; 
0011 FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a gaming 
system Suitable for use in a quasi-tournament, the system 
including a central office and a plurality of electronic game 
machines; 
0012 FIG. 3 illustrates an electronic game machine suit 
able for use in the system of FIG. 2; 
0013 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating one configu 
ration of an electronic game machine Suitable for use in the 
system of FIG. 2; 
0014 FIG. 5 is a flow chart of one method for conducting 
a quasi-tournament; 
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0015 FIG. 6 is a table illustrating one possible method of 
calculating awards for winners of a quasi-tournament as 
described herein; and 
0016 FIG. 7 is a table illustrating a second possible 
method of calculating awards for winners of a quasi-tourna 
ment as described herein. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0017 Referring now to the drawings, wherein like refer 
ence numbers are used herein to designate like elements 
throughout, the various views and embodiments of a system 
and method for implementing continual limit hold'em quasi 
tournaments are illustrated and described, and other possible 
embodiments are described. The figures are not necessarily 
drawn to scale, and in Some instances the drawings have been 
exaggerated and/or simplified in places for illustrative pur 
poses only. One of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate the 
many possible applications and variations based on the fol 
lowing examples of possible embodiments. 
0018 Suitable games for implementation in connection 
with a machine-based gaming system and method adaptable 
for quasi-tournament play include poker as well as a variety 
of other games. The casino or game system operator is rep 
resented by an electronic game machine Suitable for imple 
menting and playing the game against the human player. As 
used herein, the term "quasi-tournament” refers to a simu 
lated game tournament wherein a plurality of human players 
each play a machine-implemented "heads up' game Such as 
poker against the casino or gaming System operator. The 
casino or game system operator is represented by an elec 
tronic game machine with the human winner(s) of the tour 
nament determined on the basis of the Success of the each 
human’s play against the game machine. 
0019 Poker games suitable for a quasi-tournament format 
may include Hold'em poker, five and seven card stud, Razz (a 
low-ball game) and similar games. One variant of Hold'em 
poker is “Texas Hold'em, which is widely considered one of 
the most strategically complex variants. Texas Hold'em uti 
lizes a standard 52-card deck and there are typically four 
betting rounds. In the first round, the players are dealt two 
private cards. Blind bets are used to start the first round. The 
first player (in the position of the “small blind') typically 
begins the hand with a set number of units in the pot and the 
second player (in the position of the “big blind') continues 
with a bet of 2x the set number units. 
0020. In the second round (or flop), three board cards are 
revealed. In each of the third round (turn) and fourth round 
(river), a single board card is revealed. A fixed-bet maximum 
may be used, with fixed raise amounts of X units in the first 
two rounds and Yunits in the final two rounds. 
0021. A simplified example of a “heads up.” (i.e., two 
player) Hold'em game Suitable for adaptation as a machine 
implemented game may proceed as illustrated in FIG. 1. A 
full deck of 52 cards is shuffled (e.g. randomly arranged) and 
two private cards are dealt to each player (a human player and 
the machine). Private cards are revealed only to the player. 
The human player then makes a forced blind bet ('small 
blind”) of one unit, whereafter the machine has the options of 
folding, calling and raising (by one unit). The betting process 
based on the private cards may continue until one player (the 
human or the machine) folds or calls. The number of raises 
may be limited to control the pot size and expedite the game. 
0022. A player loses the pot to the opponent if he folds. If 
the betting stops with a call, five open or common cards, 
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called the table, are dealt. The common cards are revealed to 
and common to the players, so that the human and the game 
machine each have seven cards (two private cards and five 
common or public cards) from which they may choose their 
best five-card poker hand. The player that ends up with the 
better hand wins the pot. In the example illustrated in FIG. 1, 
the player designated as “Red” wins three units from the 
player designated “Blue.” because the Red player's flush 
defeats the Blue player's two pair. Numerous variations and 
permutations of the game rules are possible. 
0023 To simulate tournament competition, multiple 
human players may each play against a casino or other game 
owner who is represented by a plurality of game machines. 
The results of each human player's play against a game 
machine determine the winner or winner(s) of the quasi 
tournament. To enable a quasi-tournament, a casino or other 
gaming entity may install a number of electronic game 
machines, configured to play one or more selected games, for 
example, a Limit Hold'em poker. The casino may set external 
parameters for the machine-based quasi-tournament, includ 
ing an official starting date and time, one or more entry fee(s) 
or level(s), the number of hands played by individual players 
and other parameters. In some variations, the entry fee, a 
portion of which may be used to fund a prize “pot” from 
which prizes are awarded to winning players, may be a fixed 
amount, for example S1000.00. In other variations, players 
may enter at different levels with different entry fees. 
0024. In other variations, the entry fees may be variable. 
For example, the casino or system owner may set minimum 
and maximum entry fees for example, S100.00 and S1,000. 
00. Tournament participants may enter for the maximum 
entry fee (S1000.00) or in increments equal to the minimum 
entry fee (S100.00). Different prize “pots” may be established 
based upon the entry fee selected by individual players. A 
single prize “pot' may be equal to the total amount of entry 
fees collected minus an administrative or other fee charged by 
the casino or owner of the gaming system. For purposes of 
determining the tournament winners, the number of starting 
Small blind credits, (wagering units) must be equal; in other 
words, players may enter at different levels and be eligible to 
participate in prize pots having differing values based on the 
entry fee for the pot, however, the players must begin on an 
equal basis interms of wagering units. Thus, a player entering 
at a S1000.00 level would receive the same number of wager 
ing units as a player entering at a S100.00 level but would be 
eligible to participate in different prize pots as hereinafter 
described. 
0025. In some variations, different prize pots may be 
established based upon differing entry fees. For example, a 
first prize pot may be established for players paying a S100.00 
entry fee, a second prize pot may be established for players 
paying a S500.00 entry fee and a third prize pot may be 
created for players paying a S1000.00 entry fee. In this 
embodiment, players entering at the highest level (S1000.00) 
may participate in all the pots whereas participants entering at 
the lower levels will be eligible to participate in prize pots 
corresponding to the selected entry fee. Thus, a player enter 
ing at the S500.00 level would be eligible to participate only 
in the S100.00 and S500.00 prize pots and would not be 
eligible to participate in the S1000.00 prize pot. Numerous 
other variations are possible. 
0026 Exemplary tournament rules may be as follows: 
0027. A player will receive a fixed number wagering units 
upon payment of the entry fee. The player may use the credits 
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or wagering units to play for as long as he or she wishes until 
the tournament ends, or until the player exhausts their credit 
(s). The player may be allowed to enter an unlimited number 
of times up to a predetermined cutoff date and time. The 
predetermined cutoff date and time may correspond to a 
predetermined end time for the tournament, or some interval 
prior to the predetermined end time for the tournament or 
after the start time for the tournament. Players may enter 
multiple times during the tournament, and/or play simulta 
neous positions corresponding to each entry and at the 
completion of the tournament, or when the player withdraws 
from the tournament, the player may have a separate result for 
each entry. 
0028. Typically, the quasi-tournament continues for a pre 
determined time period, for example, one, three or five days. 
A player's participation in the tournament may, in one 
embodiment, be limited to a fixed number of hands played for 
example 100, 300 or 500 hands. In some variations, players 
may be required to play the fixed number of hands within a 
predetermined time period. For example, if the player is lim 
ited to 100 hands, he or she may be required to complete the 
hands within 2 hours. If the player fails to complete the fixed 
number of hands within the allotted time, he or she may be 
withdrawn from the tournament and his or her position at the 
time of withdrawal will be used to determine if he or she is a 
winner of the tournament. 
0029 When the quasi-tournament is completed, the player 
who has accumulated the largest number of small blind cred 
its or wagering units wins a first or grand prize as determined 
by the tournament rules. Lesser prizes may be awarded to 
players finishing in different positions, e.g., second, third, or 
fourthplace, on a sliding scale basis depending upon the rules 
of the particular tournament. Proportionately reduced prizes 
may be awarded based on entry fees less than the maximum 
entry fees. For example, all entrants may be eligible to receive 
a minimum amount depending on the entry fee selected. 
However, players who enter at higher levels may qualify for 
larger portions of the prize pot or amounts in segregated pots 
corresponding to increased entry fees. 
0030. In one variation, multiple casino (or other gaming 
enterprise) participation may be implemented. Multiple tour 
naments may be run concurrently. In one embodiment, a 
player may receive an entry identification card or slip for each 
entry. The identification card may be provided to the player at 
a casino or similar facility where the electronic game 
machines are located, by mail, or by means of a network, Such 
as the internet. The gross size of the prize pot or pots may be 
displayed on the electronic game machines used in the quasi 
tournament or other displays to encourage players to join the 
tournament. Alternatively, running scores for individual play 
ers may be kept confidential e.g., accessible only to the indi 
vidual player so that late entrants will not know the current 
position of previous entrants, promoting a perception of fair 
ness. In this regard, disclosure of an earlier entered players 
randomly high position or score could tend to discourage 
potential players that may wish to join an ongoing tourna 
ment. 

0031 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a system 200 
for implementing a quasi-tournament in a casino-style gam 
ing environment. System 200 includes a plurality of game 
machines 206 operatively connected to a central office 210 
including a dedicated quasi-tournament engine 202. Central 
office 210 may be located remote from game machines 206 
and may control game machines located in multiple remote 
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locations. A network 204, such as a wired Local Area Net 
work (LAN) or a public or private wireless network may be 
used to route communications between central office 210, 
quasi-tournament engine 202 and game machines 206. A 
plurality of data interfaces 208 may be utilized for security 
purposes and to facilitate communications between game 
machines 206 and central office 210. In one variation, engine 
202 may employ one or more Application Specific Integrated 
Circuits (ASICs) with specific instructions hard-wired or 
burned into non-volatile memory to implement the methods 
described herein. In some embodiments, engine 202 may 
include a combination of preprogrammed Software along 
with hardware and firmware to implement the methods. In yet 
other embodiments, engine 202 may be programmable using 
a remote device. One or more physical security measures 
generally indicated at 212 may be employed to maintain the 
integrity of engine 202 and to prevent tampering. Such mea 
Sures may include locating engine 202 in a locked room or 
enclosure, and/or using alarms, motion detectors, proximity 
sensors or similar devices to prevent unauthorized access to 
engine 202. 
0032 Referring still to FIG. 2, central office 210 may be 
connected to game machines 206 via a network 204 and 
device interfaces 208. Interfaces 208 include hardware and 
Software adequate to enable communications between engine 
202 and electronic game machines 206. Network 204 may be 
a hard-wired or wireless Local Area Network (LAN), a Wide 
Area Network (WAN) or the Internet. Transmissions between 
engine 202 and electronic game machines 206 may be 
encrypted using known techniques such as TSL or SSL pro 
tocols to preventhacking or unauthorized access to the engine 
202 and game machines 206. In this embodiment, game 
machines 206 may be located at the same or different loca 
tions. For example game machines 206 may be located at 
different casinos, or similar establishments, at geographical 
diverse locations and operatively connected to engine 202 via 
a network 204 as described above. 

0033 Referring now to FIG. 3, there is illustrated a dia 
grammatic view of an electronic game machine 300, similar 
or identical to machine 206 of FIG. 2, suitable for use in a 
system and method for implementing a machine-based quasi 
tournament. Machine 300 includes a chassis 302 for mount 
ing a display 316 and one or more user interfaces 304 that 
allows a human user to interact with the system to participate 
in a quasi-tournament. User interfaces 304 may include fea 
tures similar to a graphical touch screen, keyboard, buttons, 
levers, or Switches that enable the user to play games using 
game machine 300. Display 316 may further comprise a 
graphical user interface, providing one or more additional 
user interfaces. User input will typically be based on a deci 
sion to take an action. In the case of a machine-implemented 
poker game, the action may be to placeabet, raise, call/check 
or fold. 

0034. A payment input device 314 allows a user to input a 
credit card, debit card, Smart card, bar coded ticket or other 
stored value card or token to pay the entry fee for the quasi 
tournament. Alternatively, payment input device 314 may be 
a currency reader. In one embodiment, machine 300 may 
include a cash, ticket or token dispenser 318 to make cash 
payments or dispense tokens or tickets to the user. In one 
embodiment, a stored value card is used to record and store a 
player's position, e.g. the number of wagering units available 
to the player in a quasi-tournament, thereby enabling a player 
to enter, leave and re-enter the tournament by removing or 
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inserting the card into a machine 300. It is anticipated that a 
player will have a separate card, or at least separate account, 
for each distinct tournament entry. 
0035 Display 316 provides a human player an interface 
with the electronic game machine, i.e., it displays an indicia 
representative of a game state, for example a simulation of the 
cards in play. By way of example, in accordance with a 
machine-implemented simplified heads up Texas Hold'em 
game as described in connection with FIG. 1, the display may 
show the human player's two private cards 308. The human 
user's private cards 308 will be displayed to the user, but the 
game itself has no access to the human’s private cards. The 
game's private cards 320 will appear to the user on display 
316 as if the cards were turned down, but electronic game 
machine 300 will have access to the information associated 
therewith. Community cards 306 will be displayed to the 
human user and will be known by machine 300. During play, 
the human player may select various actions, i.e., raise, fold, 
check or call, using user interface devices 304. 
0036. In one embodiment, a player's position, e.g., the 
number of small blind credits or wagering units available to 
the player may be presented on display 316. Additionally, the 
prize pot or pots 326 associated with a quasi-tournament may 
also be presented on display 316 to simulate interest the 
tournament. The player's position and the size of the prize pot 
or pots 326 may be continuously or periodically updated as 
the quasi-tournament progresses. Other information 312, for 
example the duration of the quasi-tournament and/or the 
remaining time or hands to be played in the tournament may 
also be displayed. 
0037. In one embodiment, game machine 300 has a dedi 
cated processor 322 or “brain” along with an associated data 
base 324 operatively connected to the processor. In this 
embodiment, game machine 300 is a stand-alone unit that 
may be monitored by central office 210 to monitor the play 
er's results during the tournament and for audit and account 
ing purposes. Different machine-implemented games, Suit 
able for a quasi-tournament may be downloaded from central 
office 210 to processor 322 and/or stored on database 324, 
enabling electronic game machine 300 to play selected games 
on a stand alone basis. In another variation, the operation of 
game machines 300 may be directly controlled by central 
office 210 during play. In this variation, game machine 300 
will include a minimal amount of applications Software with 
the tournament game or games being “played by central 
office 210. 
0038 FIG. 4 is a block diagram schematically illustrating 
one configuration of an electronic game system 400 that may 
be implemented on a game machine Such as machine 300 of 
FIG. 3. As illustrated, a plurality of algorithms such as a 
shuffle algorithm 404 and game algorithms 406, correspond 
ing to different games and actions available on the machine, 
are stored on data base 420. Processor 402 may access the 
different algorithms 404, 406 in response to user input 416 
received via user interface or interfaces 410 to take various 
actions. Such actions may be in response to an action by a 
human player during play. 
0039) Processor 402 may interface with a stored value 
module 408 such as a magnetic card read/write module for 
maintaining and updating the player's position 418 on a 
stored value card or similar device. This enables a player to 
leave the tournament by removing the stored value card and to 
resume play continuing the previous session by inserting the 
card in module 408. Once a player has submitted his result to 
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the tournament administrator for a given entry, he may no 
longer continue that session, but may reenter by paying 
another fee. As a quasi-tournament progresses and a partici 
pant plays more hands, his or her position, i.e., the number of 
Small blind credits or wagering units in the player's posses 
sion will increase or decrease depending on the outcome of 
the hands the participant plays against an electronic game 
machine. Processor 402 maintains a record of the players 
position 418, debiting or crediting the number of small blind 
credits available to the player and storing the player's position 
on stored value module 408. Processor 402 may communi 
cate the player's identity, the player's position, the identity 
and status of the game in play and other information to a 
central office unit 422, continuously or at periodic intervals, 
via a data interface represented by arrows 412. At the conclu 
sion of the tournament, central office unit 422 compares the 
results, e.g., the number of Small blind credits or wagering 
units accumulated by each participant, to determine one or 
more winners of the quasi-tournament. 
0040. In one embodiment, processor 402 is operable to 
execute a game algorithm 406 which plays a selected game, 
for example a hold'em poker game. In one variation, proces 
sor 402 interfaces with and uses one or more neural networks 
424 along with a selected game algorithm 406. The output of 
neural networks 424 may be a probability distribution for 
certain actions, i.e., there are a number of actions associated 
with a neural network each of which have a probability dis 
tribution associated therewith. The neural networks may be 
“trained” to associate the probabilities of different outcomes 
based on particular game states. The probability distribution 
(s) may be used to determine actions that may be taken by 
system 400 during play, e.g. to fold, call/check or raise. Game 
algorithm(s) 406 may be designed to introduce a random 
component or factor in order to prevent predictable responses 
on the part of the game. 
0041 Referring still to FIG. 4, different games will also 
have associated therewith some type of “shuffle algorithm or 
program 404 that will shuffle, i.e., randomly arrange the 
cards. Shuffle algorithm 404 may use a random or pseudo 
random number generator to simulate a shuffle of a 52-card 
deck and select cards for the game. As previously noted, game 
algorithms 406 may rely on one or more neural networks 424 
to enable system 400 to play the corresponding game. 
0042 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method of con 
ducting a quasi-tournament in accordance with the disclo 
sure. The method begins at step 500 and at step 502 the game 
or games(s) to be played in the tournament are determined. 
The number and type of electronic gaming machines to be 
used in the tournament may also be determined at this point. 
If necessary, electronic game machines to be used in the 
quasi-tournament may be provided at selected locations. In 
regard to the selection and configuration of electronic game 
machines for a quasi-tournament, it should be noted that 
multiple different games may be played by participants. In 
one variation, a participant may be required to play three 
different games, for example a Texas hold'em game, five card 
stud and a low-ball game such as RazZ during the course of the 
tournament. The player's results against the electronic game 
machine for the three different games may be combined to 
determine the player's position. Alternatively, the player may 
select his or her results in one of the three games to determine 
his or her position. In another embodiment, the quasi-tourna 
ment may accommodate team play. For example, the com 
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bined results of a team of three different players, each playing 
the same or different games, may determine the tournament 
winners. 

0043. At step 502 tournament parameters are determined. 
The parameters may include the length of the tournament in 
terms of time or total number of hands played, the number of 
game machines to be used in the quasi-tournament, the num 
ber of wagering units to be assigned to each player based upon 
the entry fee paid, minimum and maximum entry fees, par 
ticipation in prize pots based on entry fees and other rules or 
constraints. At step 506, the quasi-tournament may be initi 
ated on a selected number of electronic game machines 300 
(FIG. 3). The process of initializing the tournament may 
include downloading and/or enabling the algorithms to play 
the game or games used in the quasi-tournament on the 
selected game machines 300, displaying an announcement of 
the tournament on the game machines and displaying the 
parameters and rules of the tournament on the game machine. 
0044 Participants may enter (or re-enter) the tournament 
at step 508 by paying an entry fee (value) which is received by 
the casino or system operator. As previously noted, in one 
embodiment, a participant may elect to enter the tournament 
at different levels corresponding to greater or lesser entry fees 
corresponding to different prize pots For example, a partici 
pant may elect an entry fee of S100.00, S500.00 or S1000.00. 
Participants electing to pay a S1000.00 entry fee may be 
eligible to participate in the prize pots corresponding to S100. 
00, S500.00 and S1000.00 entry fees whereas participants 
electing to pay the S100.00 entry fee would be eligible to 
participate only in the S100.00 prize pot. 
0045. In one embodiment, a participant may enter or re 
enter the tournament by inserting a stored value card, cash or 
token(s) into game machine 300 (FIG. 3) to pay an entry fee. 
In other embodiments, aparticipant may purchase a dedicated 
tournament card from the casino for an amount equal to a 
selected entry fee plus an optional fee. The dedicated tourna 
ment card is inserted into machine 300 which updates the 
players' position, i.e., the number of wagering units available 
to the player, as the tournament progresses. The dedicated 
tournament card may be a “smart' card that identifies the 
holder as a tournament participant, stores the participants 
chip position, stores the participant’s credit position, e.g., a 
cash balance and the tournament or tournaments that the 
participant has entered. The participant's game history, e.g., 
games played, won or lost, tournaments entered, the partici 
pants end position in the tournaments and similar informa 
tion may be stored on the card. The card may be individual 
ized to also serve as a room key, charge card for hotel 
restaurants and shops or as a debit card. 
0046. The dedicated tournament card enables the player to 
leave and re-enter the tournament at his or her discretion 
using the same or different electronic game machine 300, or 
a different locations where the electronic game machines are 
located. For example, a player may elect to leave a tourna 
ment temporarily for a meal. The player removes his or her 
dedicated tournament card from the machine, has the meal 
and then returns to the same or different location and re-enters 
the tournament by inserting the card into the same or different 
electronic game machine 300. The period of time that a player 
may leave the tournament may be limited to, for example one 
or two hours, in order to prevent participants from leaving the 
quasi-tournament for excessive periods which may delay 
completion of the tournament. Regardless, failure to Submit a 
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result prior to the announced termination time of the tourna 
ment may result in forfeiture of possible prizes. 
0047. After the player has paid the entry fee and/or 
inserted his or her tournament card into electronic game 
machine 300, the player's position (available number of 
wagering units) is initiated on the machine and/or with central 
office 210 (FIG. 2) and on the player's dedicated tournament 
card, if applicable. A game is initiated and played on machine 
300 between the human player and the machine at step 512. 
The winner of the game or hand is determined at step 514 and 
the player's position is debited or credited at step 516 depend 
ing on the outcome of the game. The player's position may be 
stored by game machine 300, central office 200 and on the 
participant’s dedicated tournament card at the conclusion of 
each hand or game. Electronic game machine 300 may be 
configured or programmed to time out in the event that a 
player does not complete a game or hand within a predeter 
mined time, for example, five or ten minutes. If the electronic 
game machine 300 times out, the player will lose (forfeit) the 
game or hand. 
0048. At decision block 518, the status of the quasi-tour 
nament is tournament is checked. If the tournament is still in 
progress, the process loops back to step 512 and another hand 
is played. If the tournament is complete, i.e. the allotted time 
has expired, the tournament winners are determined at Step 
520. If the player has completed a predetermined maximum 
number of hands and/or timed out, he or she may be with 
drawn from the tournament and his or her final position (chip 
count) recorded. The prizes to be awarded to each winner are 
determined at step 522. The prizes are awarded (value dis 
pensed to participant) at step 524 and the process ends at Step 
524. 

0049 FIG. 6 is a table illustrating one method of calculat 
ing awards for winners of a quasi-tournament as described 
herein. In this embodiment, the entry fee is fixed at S105.00, 
including a $5.00 administrative fee for the casino or game 
operator. Assuming 1000 participants, the total prize pot 
would be S100,000.00. 
0050. In the example, each participant receives 200 (or 
other selected number) wagering units upon payment of the 
entry fee. The tournament may extend over a predetermined 
time, for example, 1, 2 or 3 days. The winner is determined by 
who accumulates the most wagering units, or Small blind 
credits. All competition is exclusively between each partici 
pant and an electronic game machine and the winner or win 
ner(s) are determined based upon accumulated wagering 
units relative to accumulated units of other participants. 
0051 Participants may enter or re-enter the quasi-tourna 
ment at any time they wish, within the time allotted for the 
quasi-tournament, and leave the quasi-tournament at any time 
they wish. Participants may play for a period, take a break, go 
to a movie, etc., and then resume playing until the termina 
tion time of the tournament. During the tournament, partici 
pants may go "bust, e.g. lose all of their wagering units and 
then re-enteran unlimited number of times. Participants may 
enter several times and submit multiple results. Of course, 
results of multiple entries are not additive, but totally sepa 
rate, as if a different person entered each time. 
0.052 A participants result becomes official when he sub 
mits it to the tournament administrator. For example, a par 
ticipant may accumulate 1000 or 1500 wagering units and 
decide to cease play, in which case the participants position 
at the end of the tournament will be 1000 or 1500 wagering 
units. When the tournament terminates, the participant who 
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has accumulated the greatest number of Small blinds credits 
or wagering units is declared the winner, with the participant 
who has accumulated the second largest number of wagering 
units is awarded second place, etc. 
0053 Assuming that three places, first, second and third, 
are awarded prizes, first place is awarded 50% (0.50 multi 
plier) of the prize pot, second place is awarded 30% of the 
prize pot and third place is awarded 20% of the prize pot. 
Consequently, the winner would collect 50% of the total entry 
fees, or $50,000. The second place finisher would be awarded 
S30,000 with the participant finishing in third place receiving 
S20,000. 
0054 FIG. 7 is a table illustrating an alternate method of 
calculating awards for winners of a quasi-tournament as 
described herein. In this example, participants may enter the 
quasi-tournament at different levels by paying differing entry 
fees. Awards or prizes are based upon the entry fee paid by 
winning participants as well as the outcome of the games or 
hands played by the participant as reflected by the number of 
wagering units accumulated by the participants. Accordingly, 
different prize pots are set up according to the entry fee paid 
by participants. In this example, participants may enter at a 
S100.00 level, a S500.00 level and a S1000.00 level. For 
simplicity, the casino or game operator fees are omitted; 
however, such fees may be added onto the entry fee. Thus, if 
the game operators fee is 5%, the total fees would be S105. 
00, a $525.00 level and a $1050.00, respectively. 
0055. In this example, the entry fees are segregated into 
three prize pots. The first prize pot includes S100.00 for each 
participant in the quasi-tournament since S100.00 is the mini 
mum entry fee. The second prize pot includes S400.00 (S500. 
00-$100.00) for each participant entering at the S500.00 level 
and the third prize pot includes S500.00 (S1000.00-$500.00) 
for participants entering at the S1000.00 level. Participants 
that pay the S1000.00 entry fee are eligible to participate in all 
three prize pots, participants entering at the S500.00 level are 
eligible to participate in the first (S100.00) and second (S500. 
00) prize pots and those participants entering at the minimum 
level are eligible to participate only in the first, S100.00 prize 
pot. 
0056. According to the example, three winners are deter 
mined for each prize pot with the first place winner receiving 
50% of the pot, the second place winner receiving 30% of the 
pot and the third place winner receiving 20% of the pot. Since 
the winners participating in each of the three prize pots are 
determined separately based upon the entry fee paid by the 
participant, a participant could finish in different positions 
with respect to each of the prize pots. For example, a partici 
pant entering at the S1000.00 level could finish in third place 
with respect to the first prize pot, second place with respect to 
the second prize pot and first place with respect to the third 
prize pot. In this case, the participant’s award would be the 
sum of 20% of the first prize pot, 30% of the second prize pot 
and 50% of the third prize pot. Alternatively, if the same 
participant had entered at the S500.00 level, corresponding to 
the second prize pot, he or she would receive the sum of 20% 
of the first prize pot, and 30% of the second prize pot since he 
or she would not be eligible to participate in the third prize 
pot. If the same participant had entered at the S100.00 level, 
he or she would receive only 20% of the first prize pot since he 
or she would not be eligible to participate in the second and 
third prize pot. 
0057 Referring again to FIG. 2, in one embodiment, sys 
tem 200 and game machines 206 are adapted to automatically 
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Switch to and from tournament play. As previously noted, in 
various embodiments players are permitted to leave and reen 
ter a tournament, preferably using a dedicated magnetic card 
that the player may insert and remove from a game machine 
206. For example, when a player enters the tournament, he or 
she may be provided with a magnetically encoded tourna 
ment card as previously described. The cardholder inserts the 
tournament card into the card reader of a gaming machine to 
indicate that the holder of the card is a participant in a tour 
nament. The tournament card may be used to record the 
player's position e.g., the number of game units held by the 
cardholder after each hand or when a player leaves play. The 
tournament card may also be used to allow a player to leave 
and re-enter the tournament and to "cash out the player at the 
conclusion of the tournament. 

0058. It is, however, undesirable from the game operator's 
perspective to have a gaming machine out of service when a 
player temporarily leaves or withdraws from the tournament. 
Therefore, system 200 and game machines 206 may be con 
figured to automatically switch from a “tournament mode” to 
a “cash” or “money” mode when a player decides to withdraw 
from the tournament or takes a break from the tournament and 
a different (or the same) player wishes to use a gaming 
machine 206 to play individual games without entering the 
tournament. This feature allows the tournament to continue 
while the gaming machine or machines that are not currently 
in use in the tournament may be available to other players who 
may wish to play the game without being involved in the 
tournament. It is also possible that a player may wish to 
withdraw from the tournament and play individual games for 
Some period and then re-enter the tournament. 
0059. The adaptive logic for switching gaming machines 
between tournament play and non-tournament play may be 
implemented with software and/or firmware resident on cen 
tral office 210 and/or with instructions included in dedicated 
quasi-tournament engine 202. In other variations, the Soft 
ware may be resident in whole or part on individual game 
machines 206. In different embodiments the software for 
automatically Switching game machines 206 from a tourna 
ment mode to a “money” mode may be distributed between 
central office 210, game engine 202 and game machines 206. 
One advantage of system 200 is that central office 210 may be 
located remote from game machines 206 and may control 
game machines located in multiple remote locations. A net 
work 204, such as a wired Local Area Network (LAN) or a 
public or private wireless network may be used to route com 
munications between central office 210, quasi-tournament 
engine 202 and game machines 206. Thus, a plurality of game 
machines 206, at different sites, for example at different casi 
nos or gaming establishments may be used for a quasi-tour 
nament and configured to switch back and forth between 
tournament play and “money play without operator inter 
vention. 

0060 Another feature that may be incorporated is a limit 
on the number of deals or hands that an individual player may 
play in the tournament and/or the amount of time that an 
individual may play continuously. For example, a player may 
be constrained to 300 hands within a one hour period or to a 
one hour period of play. For example a tournament participant 
may play 300 hands in fifty minutes after which he or she will 
be discharged from the tournament and the results recorded. 
Alternatively the player may 275 hands in one hour after 
which he or she will be discharged from the tournament and 
the results recorded. Thus, when a participant has played 300 
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hands or has played (continuously) for an hour, the player is 
discharged from the tournament and his or her results 
recorded. 
0061. The limit on the number of hands and/or time that a 
player may play may be desirable in order to allow more 
players to participate in the tournament. For example, if 
twenty game machines were available for tournament play 
and one hundred players wished to participate, limiting the 
number of deals and/or time that a given player may play 
would allow more players to participate in the tournament. A 
player may withdraw at any time within the foregoing con 
straints and submit his or her result. A player that loses all of 
his or her wagering units will, of course, be removed from the 
tournament. The player may be permitted to purchase addi 
tional wagering units and re-enter the tournament at the dis 
cretion of the tournament operator. Thus a player may, if 
desired, re-enter the tournament an unlimited number of 
times and continue play (within the tournament begin and end 
times) if a tournament game machine is available. A player 
may enter multiple times (as a different entrants) at the begin 
ning of or during the tournament and continue play as differ 
ent entrants corresponding to the different entries that the 
player has made. 
0062. The foregoing format for a machine-based quasi 
tournament tournament may provide a casino owner an alter 
native to internet-based poker tournaments which have 
enjoyed considerable Success. Advantages to a machine 
based casino poker tournament may include integrity, elimi 
nation or reduction of player collusion, and the elimination of 
structured starting and ending time constraints for the partici 
pants. The amount of funds the casino or game system owner 
holds includes entry fees with buy-in units available to effec 
tively utilize the number of game machines available and the 
physical space occupied by the machines. As entry fees and/ 
or buy-in units accumulate, real-time notification of the size 
of the prize pool will serve to create interest, excitement and 
increased participation on the part of players and prospective 
players. 
0063. The quasi-tournament format offers players the 
chance for a large payoff with pre-defined risk. In the case of 
tournaments having a large number of players, the eventual 
winner or winners may accumulate large numbers if credits 
and correspondingly large prizes that can lead significant 
positive publicity for the quasi-tournament format. Such 
positive publicity will tend to encourage participation; 
increase the excitement associated with casino play and pro 
vides the casino or game system operator with additional 
options for attracting players. 
0064. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art 
having the benefit of this disclosure that the system and 
method for continual limit hold em quasi-tournaments 
described herein simulates a live tournament implemented on 
a plurality of game machines that allows players to enter or 
quit the simulated tournament at the player's discretion 
within competitive guidelines and restraints. It should be 
understood that the drawings and detailed description herein 
are to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 
manner, and are not intended to be limiting to the particular 
forms and examples disclosed. On the contrary, included are 
any further modifications, changes, rearrangements, Substi 
tutions, alternatives, design choices, and embodiments appar 
ent to those of ordinary skill in the art, without departing from 
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the spirit and scope hereof, as defined by the following 
claims. Thus, it is intended that the following claims be inter 
preted to embrace all Such further modifications, changes, 
rearrangements, Substitutions, alternatives, design choices, 
and embodiments. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for simulating a gaming tournament utilizing a 

plurality of electronic game machines wherein a plurality of 
human users each play a machine-implement game on an 
electronic game machine, the system including: 

a plurality of electronic game machines configured with a 
machine-implemented game whereby a plurality of 
human users may play the game using the electronic 
game machines to participate in a quasi-tournament, 
each of the electronic game machines including (i) a 
display device for displaying indicia representative of a 
game state, (ii) means for receiving an input from the 
user in response to a display of indicia representing a 
game state; (iii) a storage device for storing a game 
algorithm and (iv) a processor operative with the storage 
device to implement the game algorithm and operative 
with the display device to display indicia representative 
of a game state and to receive input from a human user of 
the machine; 

a central processor connected to each of the electronic 
game machines, the central processor operative to 
receive an input from each of the electronic game 
machines corresponding to the outcome of games 
played on the electronic game machines by the human 
users and to determine one or more winners of the quasi 
tournament based upon the outcome of games played by 
the human users on the game machines; and 

wherein the system is configured to Switch from a tourna 
ment mode wherein the game machines are dedicated to 
tournament play by human users and a single game 
mode wherein human users utilize to play individual 
games without involvement in the tournament. 

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the machine-imple 
mented game is poker. 

3. The system of claim 1 wherein the displayed indicia are 
visual representations of playing cards. 

4. The system of claim 1 further comprising a data interface 
between each of the electronic game machines and the central 
processor whereby the outcome of games played by human 
users of the game machines are transmitted to the central 
processor. 

5. The system of claim 1 wherein each of the electronic 
game machines further comprises means for receiving value 
from a user of the machine. 

6. The system of claim 1 wherein each of the electronic 
game machines further comprises one or more interface 
devices for receiving input from human users. 

7. The system of claim 6 wherein one or more of the 
interfaces is a card reader and wherein a human user entering 
the quasi-tournament is provided with an encoded card iden 
tifying the card holder as a tournament participant and a 
number of wagering units available to the human user and 
wherein the gaming machine utilized by the human player to 
participate in the tournament records the number of wagering 
units available to the human user on the encoded card. 
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